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The 13tJ¡ Inte¡national Con-
fere¡ce on Mathematical Geo-
phyrics, hefd at Bonas ¡n
France, included a ssctio¡ on
fiatelllt€ Geodeeyl. This event
mu¡t- demonstsate thaË t¡r€
aublect bar ünally found re-
rpectabillty with¡n t{re geo-
phyelcal comnunity. Any geo-
desist at t{rat meeting would,
however, have besn bemused
by what was dLsct¡s¡ed in
¡one of tJre other ssctions.
Poadbly he would have given
up oE then and i¡stead con-
templated on how the roclry
road to rerpec.tability wal
aehleved. So rather than rrrrite
about what was said at trhe
meetlng I prefer to rpeculate
on.what thege ¡¡ugingc may
have been2.

Eartry Years : 1957-1966.

Geophysicaì. information has
been extrasted from artificial sa-
tellite observations from the day
the fi¡st satellite orbited Earth.
Early results were primarily con-
cerned with the direct sampling
of physical properties in the sa-
tellite environment but the ana-
Iyses of satellite orbit perturba-
tions also produced interesting
results on the Earth's gravity
field at a very early stage. The
first attempt at estimating the
Earth's dynamical flattenrng (J2
or Czo) from the orbit of Sputnik 2
was by Buchar in 1958, followed
by Merson and King-Hele, and
Cook, all in 19583. By 1961 odd
and even zonal ha¡moncis had
been obtained to degree I as
well as some of the longitude
harmonics (Czz, Sz)a. The geo-
physical imports were recogi-
nized at an early stage; for ex-
ample A.H. Cook and and S.W.
Henriksen recognized that the
Earth departed f¡om hydrostatic
eguilih¡i1¡s¡ and the latter com-
puted the Earth's moment of in-
ertia, or VMR?, free of any as-
sumptions about hydrostatic
eguilibrium. This quantity con-
tiriues to provide an important
constrai¡rt on seismologrical.mod-
els. The longritude-dependent
terms were often less kindly

- treated by traditional geodesists
who relied on a Heiskanen max-
im that because, (1) the Earth is
in hydrostatic equilibrium below
a certain depth, an-d (2) that the
crust câñ support some stress

differences and that isostasy
does not prevail perfectly, mass
anomalies could not exceed a
specified upper limit. The early
satellite resuits ciearly exceeded
them hence they must be
wrongs. Fortunately the peopie
who analysed the orbits were
celestial mechanicians and they
did not pay much attention.
W.M. Kaula in 1964 did take his
own results seriously and invert-
ed the gravity field, then ex-
panded up to degrree and order
4, for mantle density differences
assuming that the mantle was
elastico. An important aspect of
this wotk is still. valid today,
namely that the differential
stresses required to support
these anomalies exceed several
hund¡ed bars. Whether or not
these could be supported stati-
cally by the mantle was not ob-
vious. Ha¡old Jeffreys said yes,
and I think that Kaula did too at
that time. Keith Runcorn of
course said no7. He argnred that
the geoid ânomalies were reflec-
tions of mantle convection with
trighs occurring over the sinking
columns and lows over the rising
columns. I suspect that he may
have had a hard time convincing
the referees of his early papers.

A milestone of this period was
Kaula's book " Satellite Geo-
desy "a in which.he systematical-
ly set out tris earlier derivations
of satellite orbit theory and geo-
detic parr-eter estiruation.
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By 1965 the solut ions of the
gravitational potential had been
pushed to degree and order I for

the tesseral harmonics and to

degree 14 for the zonal harmon-

ics due to the efforts of R.J. An-

derle, W.H. Guier and R.R. New-

ton. I .  Izsak. Y. Kozai and D.G.

King-Hele. In 1966 the first reUa-

ble gravity model was published

by the Smithsonian Astrophysi-

cal Observatorys. This model
gave the ha¡monics up to degree

and order I and began to show a

certain structure. In particuiar a

broad band of geoid highs began

to appear around the Pacific

margin. The lows over the then

recognized centres of upwelling,

the mid-ocean ridges did not

matcrialize, however. This, in

spite of Runcorn's prediction.

The geophysical interpretations

A tirne of consolidation:
7967-!977.

of these solutions were much
handicapped by the poor spatial
resolution as well as by the ab-

sence of the general geophysical

framework wtrich did not mate-
rialize for another 2 years. Kaula

did recognise the errors of his
ways and now considered the

anomalies as being dynamically
supported by convection in the

upper mantle but statically sup-
ported in the deep mantlelo.
Runcom, on the other hand, con-
tinued to emphasize the relation

between the geoid and whoie

mantle convectionll.

Part of this divergence of

opinion related to the mantle vis-

cosity, or rather to the lack of

knowledge of ttris quantity.

Munk and MacDonald had noted
that the discrepancy between

the observed J2 and the hydros-

tatic value could be interpreted

as a consequence of the Earth

rotating more slowly now than it

did in the past. Thus as the
planet despins due to the tidal

force, it takes time for the rota-

tional bulge to adjust to its new

angular velocity and the ob-

served bulge is interPreted as a

fossil bulge corresponding to the

eguilibrium state at a time when

the Earth rotated faster. Ttris ar-
gument became more attractive

when it was clear that the dis-

crepancy in J2 was larger than

the other non-hydrostatic terms

in the potential that were now

becoming quite well estab-

lished. MacDonald and McKen-

zie therefore argnred for high

mantle viscosities. To Mac-

Donald this apparently meant

that convection did not occur. To

MacKenzie it meant that convec-

tion could not occur in the deeP

mantlel2. Goldreich and Toom¡e
pointed out the errors in this ar-

gument and concluded that the
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nonhydrostatic part of J2 was no

more significant than the other

terms in the potentiall3. Even if

we were getting no closer to un-

derstanding the origins of the
gravity field there was plenty of

argument.
The first serious attempt at

relating the global gravity field

to surface tectonics was by Kau-

la in 196914 and he was later

much helped by iteration 2 of the

Smithsonian Modelsls which for

the fûst time revealed a close re-

lation beween plate tectonics

and gravity. In general, the sub-

duction zones were associated

with pronounced gravity highs,

ocean ridges were more fre-

guently positive than negative,

the intercontinentai collision

zone between Africa, India and

Eurasia was invariably positive

and plate interiors were largely

negative. These anomalies were

not randomly distributed and

ciearly they said something

about plate tectonics and con-

vection. Just what they say re-

mains, at least part, a mystery.

They did not point to any simple

relationship between gravity

and convection and they did not
point to the order of schemes
produced by the emerging man-

tle convectiorústs.

One merit of this global soiu-

tion was that it showed others

horn¡ it should be done and a var-

iety of solutions began to appear

in the geophysical literaturel6.

By âbout 797'7 t}:e three princi-

pal solutions were by Gaposch-

kin, Balmino et al., and Smith et

a1.17 In a general way there is
good agreement between these

solutions for harmonics up to de-
gree about 16. Beyond ttris de-

gree the differences between

coefficients of the same degree

and order from one solution and

the next begin to exceed the am-
plitudes of the coefficients them-

selvesl8. Clearly the signal to

noise ratio is getting smail

beyond degree about 16. How

Mathematical geophysics

then to decide which is the best

solution. This remains a vexing
problem for in order to obtain the

optimum solution it is clearly de-

sirable to com.bine all data relat-

ing to the gravitational potential

into the penultimate solution.

But then nothing remains that

can serve as an independent

test of the guality of the data. A

cautious approach is to truncate

these soiutions at some degree

Iess than the expansions given

by the authors. I still consider 18

or 20 an appropriate limit. An il-

lustration of what I think is a reli-

abie solution for the gravity field,

expanded up to degree 22, is
given in Figure 1 (from Lambeck

and Coleman, 15). Geophysical

interpretations of the higher de-
gree terms must be made with

caution. What these higher de-
gree terms often mean is that,

taken together, they give good

descriptions of satellite orbits

but, because of their high corre-

Iations or because of premature

Fig. 1. Global greoid solution of E.M. Gaposchkin ( 1980, Dec. J.G.R.)
truncated at degree and order 22.
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truncation of expansions, their

geophysical significance is less

obvious.
In these more recent solu-

tions, the conelations noted ear-

Iier between gravit5r and tecton-

ics ¡emain1s. Ocean ridges are

found to be not generally asso-

ciated with major anomalies at

these wavelengrths except

where these ridges a¡e coinci-

dent with major hotspots, for ex-

ample, Iceland, the Azores and

the Afar. Other major hotspots

such as Hawaü, the Society Is-

lands or the Kergiuelen-Heard

Plateau are also associated with

gravity trighs. These cor¡elations

are of considerable significance

in that they point to at least part

of the gravity field being a con-

sequence of mantle convection.

Gravity, by imposing constraùtts

on the lateral densitY ¿¡s¡nalis5

should ultimately contribute to

the understanding of the driving

mechanism. This has been said

so many times that it has be-

come a mere platitude but some

progress in this di¡ection was re-

ported at Bonas by Rabinovuicz

and Lago, and Parsons2o.

That such interpretations

may not be fullY aPPreciated is a

conseç[uence of a number of fac-

tors not all limited to the specific

papers mentioned above. Man-

tle rheology remains inade-

quately knovv-n. Convection

models are still constrained bY

mathematical and computation-

al aspects - the subject of con-

vection was taboo at Bonas so

this statemefit cannot be de-

nied. Also the separation of con-

tributions to the surface gravity

from the lithosphere and sub-

lithospheric mantle remains

problematical. One part may be

supported statically by stresses

in the crust or lithosphere while

the other reguires dlmamic suP-

port. Yet the two sources are fre-

quently related.

Several approaches have

been used to relate these global

gravity fields to convection.

Thus Kaulal4 investigated the

correlations between gravity

and su¡face expressions of plate

tectonics. Ma¡sh and Ma¡sh and

McKenzie et al. related gravity to

the planform of convestion,

while Runco¡¡7'11 ¿rrd McKenzie

attempted to relate convection

and grawity in a quantitative

manner21. The one common con-

ciusion that can be drawn f¡om

all of these studies is that the

often tantalizing relations seen

are not yet explained in any

satisfactory manner.

A problem of some geophysi-

cal interest and the subject of

considerable recent speculation

is the nature of the core-mantle

interface. In particular to the de-

gree that ttris surface may de-

part from the ellipsoidal shaPe

predicted by hydrostatic theory.

The suggestion that this boun-

dary may be irregular goes back

to the years 1955-1957 with Pa-
pers by Elsasser, Takeuchi and

A new epoch:

After an extremely long preg-

nancy the radar altimeter carry-

ing GEOS 3 a¡rived in 1975 and

continued to functiorr well into

1978. It took several years for the

entire data to become readily

available in a satisfactory form

so that its geophysical imPact

came only at the time that SEA-

SAT was launched in 197823. The

altimeter data measures the

height of the spacecraft above

the sea surface, a quantity.that

is a function of the gravitational

potential in two ways: (i) the

ocean su¡face may, at least in

geodetic circles, be considered

as an equipotential surface and

therefore expanded in a harmon-

ic series of potential coefficients,

and (ii) the satellite orbit is de-

fined in terms of the same, but

usually truncated, expansion.

Geodesists tend to assume that

the difference between sealevel

and the eguipotential is well

known or negligiblY smaìI. Ocea-

nographers, hoPing that the

geodesists know what they are

doing, try to extract oceano-

graphic information from these

obseryations.

Geoid height accuracies

range from 10-20 cm for SEASAT

to more than 30-50 cm for GEOS

3. About 5 million GEOS 3 obser-

vations have been made cover-

ing the Earth's oceans vvith

Garland. New interest in this

possibility was sti¡red by the

magnetohydrodynamic argu-

ments of Hide in 1966-67 and by
palaeomaginetic observations of

fluctuations in the intensity of

the magnetic field and in the fre-

quency of reversals. Hide sug-
gested that, if such irreg'ular to-

pography eústs it may control

the magnetic field characteris-

tics and that some co¡relation

between gravity and topogra-

phy exists22. Such correlations

have been reported but their sig-

nificance remains much debat-

ed. Raymond Hide did not make

it to the Bonas meeting so per-

haps we missed the next install-

ment of this intriguing story.

Radar alti¡¡aeters.

track densities rangrng upwards
from L track per 1ox 1o square.
Almost an eguai number of SEA-
SAT observations have been col-
lected. Despite the greater accu-
racy of the SEASAT data the

GEOS 3 data will continue to be
of very considerable value be-
cause the spatial distribution of
the latter data is less regnrlar.
With SEASAT there are many re-
peat passes designed for study-
ing time variant behaviour of the
ocean surface. For many studies
of local features, such as surveys
for seamountsza, track spacings

of about 10-20 km are desi¡able
and this was only attained by

GEOS 3 in selected areas. The

footprint size of the radar signal
is of the order of a few kfome-

tres so the information content

along the satellite tracks is par-

ticularly high. Globally this data

set, collected in about 3 years, is

eguivalent to a gravity suwey of

the world's oceans in which the

. averaçfe gravity ove¡ 1ox 10

squares has been measured

with an accuracy of about I

mgals. Thus it is no surprise that

these data have been added to

the global satellite solutions in

order to obtain improved results.

It is, however, not immsdi¿¡slft

obvious if the initial resu.lts

represent very significant im-
provements when one compares
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Fig. 2. Geoid for the South-West Pacific derived from GEOS 3 and SEASAT altimeter data. Contour inteNal is
1 m. (From Lam-beck and Coleman, Geophysical Journal, in press).
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Fig. 3. Geoid for the Mediterranean derived from GEOS 3 and SEASAT

alt¡metel data. Contour intewal is 1 m. (F¡om Lambeck and Coleman, Geo-

physical Journal, in P¡ess).
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the three contending solutions2s.
The probiem is much the same
as before. At some Point, well

before the maximum degrees in-
to which the individual solutions
have been expanded, the differ-
ences between individual solu-
tions begrin to exceed the magni-
tude of the signals. There a¡e re-
solvable reasons for this and fu-
ture iterations should show
significant improvements. One
problem with the existing solu-
tions seems to be that theY are
not always true iterations on the
previous work and that the addi-
tion of the GEOS 3 alti¡neter data
has not been carried out in a
way to lead to both orbit and
geoid irnprovements. Ouestions
of relative weighting of the va¡-
ious contributions to the solution
- satellite orbit analyses, surface
gravity, or altimeter heights - al-
so need further investigation.
Particula¡ problems seem to oc-
cur along continental margrins
where the land gravity data joins

up with the ocea¡r geoid height
data. It is of course easy to critic-
ize but I for one aûI aware of the'
tremendous task involved in Pro-
ducing the solutions. The com-

ments here should therefore be
treated or¡ly as expressions of
caution to those who ¡¡¡ish to use
the global results for geophysi-
cal purposes.

Those who have made sub-
stantial investments in compu-
ter softwa¡e will prefer to com-
pute regional sea surface maPs
(or geoids) using only the availa-
ble alti¡neter data (see, for exam-
ple Figures 2 & 3). In these, as in
the global solutions much of the
high resolution inherent in the
raw data is lost and it is there-
fore not surprising that much
attention is being griven to indi-
vidual profiles over knovvn ba-
thymetric features ; interalia
over se€Eor¡nts26, ocean ridgegzz,
trencheszs or transform faultsze
(see Figu¡es 4 and 5 for some ex-
amples).

I find it fassinating to search
through the data togettrer w'ith
bathymetric su¡¡reys and to
speculate or¡ the' multitude of
correl,ations and asticorrelations
to be seen. Unfortunately in
rDany parts of the oceans the ba-
thymetry is not hown with the
requisite resolution or acsuracy,
Wlrere the altineter obsenta-

350

tions, if they are supported ade-
quately by other geophysical
and geological data, w"ill make
their major contributions is in
understanding the rheologry of
the lithosphere and in under-
standing small scale aspects of
mantle convection. Already
these data are being used to
demonstrate the dependence of
Iithospheric rheoiogy on a
number of factors ; on the dura-
tion of loading, on the age of the
loaded lithosphere and, hope-
fully in the not too distant future,
on the magmitude of the load'
Such results will contribute to
understa¡rding the boundarY
layer role of the lithosPhere in
convection problems and in un-
derstanding other tectonic Pro-
cesses such as su.bdustion or.
basin formation.

And what of the future.
lalmino would have told us if

he had been able to make.it to
Bonas3o. Projects abound: New
altimeter missions, gravitY gra-

diometer rnissions or satellite'
satellite tracking missions, but
whether or not theY flY is Per-
haps beyond ou¡ cont¡ol. In any

event theY will not Produce re-
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sults for some years to come and
in the meantime I would urge sa-
tellite geophysicists to pursue
their studies with the available
data. Improved analyses of the
altimeter data and its combina-
tion with other sources of poten-
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